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Fire, Chemical Disasters & Natural 
Disasters

� Fire and Chemical Disasters are basically Man Made Disasters.

Appropriate preventive and Safety measures, can by and large 
prevent the Fire and Chemical accidents. However it becomes 
essential to have a control on the various activities likeessential to have a control on the various activities like

Housing Developmental activities in the surroundings of such chemical 
Industries, Proper Capacity building, Sensitize the surroundings, make 
them  aware and Educated about the Risk as well as Preventive and 
Life Safety measure.

Active communication, adequate number of emergency Kits, PPE and 
ensuring NO rumours, are other essential needs. 
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Five Major Causes of Industrial Fires 
as per NFPA

� On an average, 37000 fires occur in Industrial establishments in USA  
every year, causing 18 Deaths, 279 Injuries and Property worth $ One 
Billion,  Direct damages. The five Major causes are

� Dust Explosion, Primary and Secondary� Dust Explosion, Primary and Secondary

� Hot Work.

� Flammable Liquids and Gases ( Safety Violations).

� Faulty Equipment and Machinery.

� Electrical Hazard and Static charge.
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What is a Chemical Accident

� Un intentional release of one or more hazardous Chemicals/ 
Substances, which could harm human health/ Environment

� Event includes Fire, Explosion, Leakage or release of Toxic or 
Hazardous material that can cause people illness, Injury or disability Hazardous material that can cause people illness, Injury or disability 
etc.

� Chemical accident can occur in Storage, Transportation or 
Manufacturing  (Bhopal Gas incident of MIC leakage in 1984, 
leading to over 3000 deaths, is one such example)
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Fire Disasters and Deaths.

� The total number of Deaths occurring in the Country due to Fire 
related incidents, from the year 2010 to 2014 is 1,13,961, which 
comes to an Average of 63 deaths per day.

� Maharashtra has the highest number of deaths in this period i.e. � Maharashtra has the highest number of deaths in this period i.e. 
2010 to 2014 is 24293.

� This is 21.3 % of the total deaths in the country.

� Delhi on an average has about 300 deaths every year in the 
different types of incident 
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Big Fire Disaster’s in India

S.No Year Location

1 1979 Laxmi Talkies, Tutucorin

2 Jan,2004 Srirangam ,Tamil Nadu

3 Feb,2013 Multi storey Market , Kolkata3 Feb,2013 Multi storey Market , Kolkata

4 Sep,2012 Fire Works factory ,Tamil Nadu

5 Jun,1997 Uphar Cinema ,Delhi

6 2011 AMRI Hospital Kolkata

7 Sep,2015 Cracker Factory ,Bihar
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Big Fire Disaster’s in India

S.No Year Location

8. Apr,2006 Meerut ,Victoria Park Fair

9. Jun,2001 Agra Footwear factory

10. Feb,1997 Baripada ,Orissa ,Religious 10. Feb,1997 Baripada ,Orissa ,Religious 
Gathering

11. Dec,1995 Dubwali ,Haryana ,School 
Function in Pandal

12. July 2004 Kumb konam ,School ,Tamil 
Nadu

13. Apr .1944 Mumbai Docks Explosion

14. 2009 Korba ,Chimney Collapse

Big Fire Disaster’s in India

Deaths Injuries

Fair 64 80

42

,Religious 206 148,Religious 206 148

,Haryana ,School 540

,School ,Tamil 91

Docks Explosion 800  (66 
firemen)

,Chimney Collapse 45



Pre–Requisites for Smart Disaster 
Management 
� Disaster Management System should Support

Analysts & Decision Makers in :

Planning ,Risk Assessment ,Surveillance ,Detection ,Prevention ,Protection , 
Preparedness , Damage Assessment , Response ,Public Safety and Recovery Preparedness , Damage Assessment , Response ,Public Safety and Recovery 
Operations , across all the level of The Government along with public and industry.

This all should happen with balanced use of resources and assets , coordination 
between various organisations and stake holders ,effort of individuals and right 
knowledge of geographical locations.
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SMART RESPONSE
In present times, mostly all people have smart phones with various 
applications .Applications can be made to save lives.

Social Media such as wats app ,Twitter ,Facebook 
full tool for survival and disaster response

Emergency managers can direct their resources in a smart and 
efficient manner.

Drones , unmanned vehicles etc. can be used for hard to access 
locations 

Modelling of Natural Disasters can help in assessing in early estimation 
of areas likely to have severe effect in disaster situations.
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Can smart Response alone can be 
the solution for Life safety.

� Full compliance of the Built-In Fire Safety and means of escape 
facilities in every occupancy is the Key factor for Life Safety.

� Each and every occupant, irrespective of the rank/ position has to 
know about these facilities and how to use them till arrival of Fire know about these facilities and how to use them till arrival of Fire 
service.

� Regular Internal as well as External Audits can help in  
short comings and remedial action as required.

� Mock drills and evaluation of response from external as well as 
internal Agencies should be done sincerely.

� Half the job is done if everyone is aware of the Hazard they are 
living with during Processing, storage or 
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facilities in every occupancy is the Key factor for Life Safety.

Each and every occupant, irrespective of the rank/ position has to 
know about these facilities and how to use them till arrival of Fire know about these facilities and how to use them till arrival of Fire 

Regular Internal as well as External Audits can help in  identifying the 
comings and remedial action as required.

Mock drills and evaluation of response from external as well as 
internal Agencies should be done sincerely.

Half the job is done if everyone is aware of the Hazard they are 
living with during Processing, storage or Transportstion. 



Conclusion

� It is possible to minimize the loss of life in Industries, if we follow the 
laid down Safety rules and guidelines in full.

� Sincere Safety & Fire Safety Audit and full compliance of the 
observations, certainly help in keeping the accidents and loss of life observations, certainly help in keeping the accidents and loss of life 
to the minimum.

� Awareness to the employees/ workers  about the likely hazards 
within the premises as well as in the surroundings can  help in 
preventing loss of life.

� The Built in and Functional Facility for Fire Detection/ protection and 
means of  Escape are much more use full than a Full fledged and 
efficient Fire station, available next door or within the premises.
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